THT Herd Dynamic Edu
“…exploring the fascinating world of herd dynamics by taking a view, from the hoof…”

Tap into the many years of research and innovations from within the magical world of herd
dynamics that have taken me on quite a lifetime journey of discovery. I am eager to share
with you in conversation style these educational seminars and herd dynamic tutorials,
where the goal is a fun, informative and interactive learning environment! This is what I
strive for. I have always considered the very best learning atmosphere to be a nonthreatening fun and friendly place to share, explore and grow together for both the novice
and the seasoned. From my point of view, it matters not how much you know, what matters
is your openness to learning. I look forward to sharing with you my passion for exploring
the beautiful mysteries of the herd dynamics! ~Kerry

The Topics
Herd Dynamic Intro
Discussion on Herd Structure, dependent and co-dependent relationships, bachelor herds,
the intricate nature of emotional communication, hierarchy structure and more.
*$275.00

Riding With Fluency
Open the doorway and discover the freedom of fluent emotional communication, from
your mind through the horse’s body. Riding With Fluency is not just a riding lesson, it is a
life lesson.
*Fee $325.00

Sensory Soundness & Mapping
Understanding the sensory system. Discussion on Corporeal & Cognitive Sensory Aspects,
Sensory Lead Changes, Mind-To-Body fluency, efficiency ratios and so much more.
Discussion about mapping the senses and how to apply that information to the entirety of
the relationship you have with your horse.
*$350.00
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Nurture & Develop, Optimizing Talent
A discussion on developing the emotional athlete, differences between IHD/GHD,
learned behaviors versus natural tendency, identify growth patterns and how to coach
them. Developing mental stimulus courses, associative learning and nurturing
anticipatory response.
*$375.00

Behavioral Genetic Breeding
Learn about behavioral genetics, herd dynamic stamping, matching prevailing traits and
tendencies. The vital importance of breeding for independent nature and emotional
intelligence and what to look for. How to match IHD & GHD structure to fit physical type
and the emotional demands of the proposed discipline.
*$500.00

Online or In-Person
Available a` la carte, for yourself or your event/classroom, club: (special group pricing
may apply). Inquire about any scheduled topics or select a topic and inquire to schedule
at your convenience. Average duration ranges from 60 to 90 minutes.
Contact, email “HD Edu” to info@thtbloodstock.com
*Purchase a seminar ask about getting a discounted purchase price on the THT Signed
Notebook and/or a signed copy of THT Bloodstock Sensory Soundness Map poster, both
featured on THT Online Store!
*Listed fees are for online only, for in-person events and speaking engagements, ask for
quote.
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